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TMH3 

Traffic Monitoring Service Provision 

 

Do you want to become a TMH3 accredited traffic counting and monitoring Service Provider?

What is TMH3? 

The Technical Methods for Highways (TMH) is a series of 

standard specification documents drawn up by COTO 

(South African Committee of Transport Officials). TMH3 

deals with Traffic and Weigh-in-Motion Monitoring 

Specifications. 

What is in it for me? 

 Improve your quality of service. 

 Qualify for SANRAL and other Authorities’ 

Traffic Monitoring tenders.  

Why the need for accreditation? 

It has now become a statutory requirement that 

relevant traffic information be collected on a regular 

basis by Authorities to ensure funding as required by the 

Division of Revenue Act. 

Who are we? 

Mikros Systems is a TMH3 accredited Traffic 

Monitoring Systems Supplier with over 40 years of 

local and international experience. We would like 

to share our expertise with you!  

What do we offer? 

 Get you certified as a TMH3 Traffic 

Monitoring Service Provider 

 Set you up with a complete Traffic Data 

Quality Assurance system 

 Supply you with TMH3 certified equipment 

 Support you with comprehensive data 

management software 

 Provide you with detailed installation 

procedures 

 Always have online support at hand 

 Provide continued training  

Is this a one size fits all? 

Definitely not; we cater for start-ups and 

seasoned contractors.  

 

 

 

 

 

Is this a franchise model? 

Yes it is, like with all franchises you are 

required to deliver in accordance to a strict set 

of rules. You will be supported by us, the 

System Supplier, with a complete set of tools 

and procedures to successfully provide TMH3 

certified Traffic Monitoring Service.  

 

 

 

 

 

What are you waiting for? 

Get in contact with us and allow us to evaluate 

you, recommend and propose a bespoke 

model for your operation: 

  tmh3accreditation@mikros.co.za  

www.mikros.co.za 
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